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Betkared to the memory of Jon F&man 
Designate by W(k ; f,), I,, I , . , 
IL2 
fk__1) the smallest number m, such that if ail the integers in the sot 
*o*n, m) are partitioned into classes v(] u VI u ’ ’ ’ u vk _ , in any way, there will always exist a 
class V, containing an arithmetic progression of 4 + 1 terms, This paper presents same new values for 
such numbers, together with the structures of the partitions of {l, 2,. . . , m - I} which avoid arithmetic 
progressions of f, + 1 ‘terms. These results were obtained by a reasonably sophisticated computer 
search algorithm. Resulta of particular interest are that W(4; 2,2,2,2) - 76 and W(2; 4.4) = 178. The 
(act that W(2; 4,4) = I78 independently duplicates the recently published finding of R,S. Stevens and 
W. Shantaram 1133, 
1, Introduction 
We follow the notation used by V. Chvatal Cl], except hat in subscripting we 
number 0 to k - 1, rather than 1 to k. Van der Waerden’s theorem [2], may be 
stated as follows: Given any Ipositive integer k and positive integers tO, 
t 1, l * l 9 tk-1, one may choose an integer m, sufficiently large, such that for any 
partition of the integers { 1,2, . . , , m} into classes V, U V, U * * l U Vk+ there is 
always a class V, containing an arithmetic progression of ti + 1 terms. We denote 
by W(k; to, tl , , . . , tk-l) the smallest number m with this property. This can be 
interpreted as a coloring theoItem: if all the integers from 1 to Wi:k ; to, 
t 1, , , . , t& cre assigned an arb:itrary k-coloring with colors designated as 0, 
1 , . . . , k - 1, then there wild be some arithmetic progression of length ti + 1 all of 
whose terms have the color j. 
Various other proofs and genel*alizations of this theorem have appeared in the 
literature, [3,4,5]. Articles on applications and ramifications of Van der Waer- 
den’s theorem include 16J and 18 J. However, as Erdiis has pointed out on 
numerous occasions (see, for example, [8] and [9]), the existing proofs of the 
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theorem lead to upper bounds for the value of W which are too large to be 
expressed analytically, and are in fact probably much too weak. A great deal of 
effort has been put into finding a new proof with improved upper bounds, but the 
only results to date have been a series of papers giving lower bounds for the 
numbers [9, 10, 11, 12, 73. The proofs given in [9] by Erdiis and Rado, [lo] by 
Moser, and [ 111 by Schmidt were all non-constructive, using probabilistic 
methods. Berlekamp’s result [12], was the first published construction for coloring 
integer segments based on purely algebraic arguments. Rabung in [7] uses more 
general algebraic onstructions toimprove certain bounds of Berlekamp, but since 
his construction is not generalizable, he cannot display an infinite class of lower 
bounds. 
It was probably Jon Folkman who first used algebraic onstructions toconstruct 
lower bounds. Berlekamp mentions in [12] that Folkman had communicated a 
coloring based on quadratic residues which snowed that W(2; 3,3) > 34. It is now 
known that this is best possible, since W(2; 3,3) = 35. Jon Folkman also com- 
municated in 1966 that he had started using a computer prograIn to generate the 
exact values of some of the smaller Van der Waerden umbers. Whatever results 
he obtained, however, were never published. 
In 1970, V. Chvatal published [1] a list of previously unknown van der 
Waerden numbers which were obtained u&g the computing facilities of the 
University of New Brunswick. The present paper extends the list of known 
results. It is to be hoped that exact vahres such as these will be useful to 
researchers who wish to formulate and test generalized conjectures. 0ne eftample 
of the uti’iity of such values is the following fematk$ which we do tlat believe has 
been made before. 
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results in Section 2. Several al,gorithms were utilized, and the two most efficient, 
one of which is presented in detail, were developed by Kadia Perlman and 
William Plummer, both of Bolt Beranek and Newman. 
2. Results 
The following table summarizes the results for the numbers W(2; to, tI). Note 
that W(2; tI, t,j = W(2; to, tl). New results are marked by astc-risks. 
\ 
Cl 
t0 23456789 
2 9 18 22 32 46 58” 77* 97” 
3 35 55 73* I 
4 178 
WG; 2,3) = 17, Previously published in [l], Computer generation time, < 1 see, 
There Cs me distinct string: 
11100101110010111 
and an sddltlangl one obtained by reversal, 
W(2; 2.4) = 22, Prevbusly publtshed in [l], Computer gener&tion time, 41 set, 
There are seven distinct strings, the string: 
11010 111100101t 1010 1
end the family of Wings: 
A0111QO101 1110011C101 
where A, f3, and C are either zero or one, except that A9 ZI 11, There are an 
additional seven obtslined by reversal, 
W(2; 2,5) = 32, Previously published in [ 11. Computer generation time, 1 sec. 
There are six distinct strings, five of which are closely related, each derived from 
the one before by complementing a single term (underlined?: 
01111 0011 1101 1001 1g1001111  
!Hlll 10011 1101 1001 1110011l1 1 
~r1lolooll 11101 1001 111001111  
trl~olaoll 1110111001 1 110011111 
11100 10011 1101 1001 111001111  
tind & sixth which in dCsaimJlrrr: 
00111 0101 lllaa 1EQll 11100 111!10# 
Thcra! tire an ttdditianal six obtained by reversal, 
W(% 3 5) = 46, Previsusty published in [ 1 J, Computer generation time, 13 see, 
‘l’kcrc are four dbtlnct strings, the string: 
01111 0110 111110111001011 1 0U !I1101 O11~10101 
rrn3 tb% family of strings: 
11111 0101 110100111 I1101 11001 111OAlOll 11810 
where A13 P 00. There are an additional four obtained by reversal, 
WC; 2.7) = SH. New result, Computer generation time, 89 see@ There is one 
distinct string, of the form: 
ia) (CI),,, 111 
W(2; 2,8) = 77, New result, Computer generation time, 1072 sec. There are twa 
dkdnct strings, each at which are palindwmes, The first, S,, 1s given by: 
S1 = (half,) (half,),, 
where 
(half,) = lS (Iy) 1 (a),,, 
and 
((u) = 10 1” 0 l4 0101. 
Tha notation 1”’ is used to denote a string of IV ones, The second string, Ss, b 
givli:.n by: 
S2 = (half,) (half,),, 
w hl::re 
(half,)= 111 (p) 1110111010(~),,,I) l4 
and 
(P)= hWI111, 
Since the two strings are palindromic, there rare no additional stringa generated by 
reversal, 
Wi2; 29) = 97, N ew result, Computer generation time, X4 hs,urs, There are 
eight distinct strings of two difi”crFnt types, one a family of six members, and the 
second afamily of two, The first family, S,, is given by: 
OA IVWHB (Ct)(~)(tJ#)aalllo 1’01lC 
where 
(a)=1W=I101~0111101” 
(fl)= 10111 B)l101 11 
and A, B, and C are either zero or one except that A and C are not both zero, 
The second family, S3, is &en by: 
Sz = d’ 0 (r@, 1)) 1 MA, W,,, 1” 
w
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There are an additional 43 strings generated by reversal and relabeling. 
W(3; Z!, 2,3) = 5 1, Previously published im [ 141. Computer generation time, 9.0 
hours. There is one family of four distinct strings: 
S =0012A 2221122022 10200 10211 l l . 
. . .02022 1222112220 1210 0202B 
where A may take on the colors 0 or 1 and B the colors 1 or 2 independently. 
There are an additional 12 strings generated by reversal and relabeling. 
W(4; 2,2,2,2) = 76. New result, The best previous result appeared in [7], where 
Rabung noted that W(4; 2,2,2,2) > 75. Computer generation time, 1200 hours, 
by algorithm C below. There is one family of 60 distinct strings: 
S=sb) g(dg 
where 
and 
(~,)=012233030020311031, 
(&)= 23001 12122 02133 213. 
We note that (&) =(&) with colors 0 and 2 swapped, and colors 1 and 3 
swapped. The three glue variables g are constrained only insofar as they must 
constitute a well colored string of length 3. There are an additional 1,380 strings 
generated by reversal and relabeling. 
3. Algoritbdc procedures 
The most obvious approach to finding well colored strings of length 
W(k*t t p ,*,, , , . . . , tk _ ,) - 1 is a straightforward tree search procedure which we shall 
refqt !n ~2 algorithm A, Terms of the string are successively assigned the smallest 
c&x from Ihe set (0, 1, . . . , k - 1) which will result in a well coloring. When the 
LM recent erm cannot be assigned any accept.,able color, the procedure “backs 
up” to the pevious term and attempts to ass&a the color which immediately 
succeeds the one previously assigned. The test fer any assignment of a color J to a 
term in termirral position I of the string is quite simple. The color is acceptable if 
there is no alithmetlc progression of length t, -+ 1 (corresponding to the color J) 
which terminates tit position 1. The fact that the !;tring is well colored follows from 
the fact that the same condition holds for all terms in position P less than I and 
the fact that 1 is the terminal position in the string. Note that algorithm A was 
used t9y Stevens and Shantaram in [t 31, 
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The back-up procedure of algorithm A is unnecessarily time consuming. 
Consider the problem of trying to find a well colored string of length W(2; 2,2) - 1, 
where the colors 0 and 1 may each appear at most twice in arithmetic progression. 
Assume that algorithm A has generated the following string: 
position: 12 3 4 5 6 7 
color: 0011010 
We are now trying to find the color for position 8. Trying color 0, we find it forms 
a monochromatic progression of length 3, with positions 2 and 5. Trying color 1, 
we find it forms an arithmetic progression of length 3 with positions 4 and 6. Thus 
position 8 cannot be assigned an acceptable color, so back-up must be performed. 
Algorithm A would back up a distance one to position 7 and recolor it with I. 
However, no recoloring of position 7 alone will result in an acceptable coloring of 
position 8, because both progressions 2,5,8 and 4,6,8 will still impose the same 
restraints. Algorithm R, presented below, will recognize this fact and back up the 
minimum distance to the last position that imposed a restraint. 
In performing such a back-up, we must be careful. If the greatest length of a 
well colored string in this case were 7, then backing up to position 6 would 
prevent he program from generating amaximal well colored string which differed 
only in position seven from the one shown. Therefore, this back-up improvement 
must be suppressed when algorithm B is dealing with a string which may be of 
maximum length. 
Algorithm B. Given a number K of colors, and a vector array T, with T(J) equal 
to the maximum permissible length of an arithmetic progression of color J (J = 
091 , . . . , K - l), list all well colored strings of maximum length. 
The following notation is employed. 
STRING (P) is the color presently assigned in position P of the string under 
consideration. 
I is the terminal position of the string currently under consideration. 
MAXL is the maximum length well colored string found so far, 
T(J) is the maximum permissible l ngth of an arithmetic progression of color J. 
(This corresponds to the number tr.) 
COLOR (I’) is a function which, when called, returns the color of minimum 
value, from 0 to K - 1, which has not been ruled out for position I of the string. If 
there are no permissible colors for position 1, the value returned is -1, To rule 
out the color J in position I, one writes: Set COLOR (1) Z J. 
BR0G (1, J) is a function which, when called, returns the value D, the 
maximum difference such that an arithmetic progression of difference D and 
length 7’(J) + 1 terminating at position I is monochromatic of color J, IIf there is 
no such progression, the value returned1 is -1. 
BMIN (I) is the minimum of all values D = PROG (I, J) for all cokrs J 
considered SO far, Thus, when no acceptable colors can be assigned at position I, 
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DMIN (I) is the minimum back-up decrement which might permit (additional) 
well colored strings of length I or greater. 
The algorithm B is specified as follows: 
B 1: [Initialize search.] Set MA L = 0, set I = 1. (The maximum lenght string 
ftgund so far is the string of length zero, Start search in position I= 1 l ) 
B2: [Initialize a new position.] Set COLOR (I) = all K colors, set D MIN (1) = 
I, (All colors will be tried in position I. Back-up starts at maximum.) 
E3: [Try a new color.] Set J = COLOR (.I). If J = -1, there is no new color to 
try in position I; go to step BS to back up. Otherwise, there is a candidate color J. 
Set STRING (I) = J, set COLOR (I) Z J (the color J may not be used again), and 
set D = PROG (f, J) (test color J at position I). If D = -1, then this color is 
acceptable. Otherwise, set DMIN (I) = MIN (D, DMIN (I)) and go to step B3 to 
try a new color. 
B4: [Color is acceptable. Record this string. Look to next string position.] If 
I > MAXL, set MAXL = I, wipe out old list of recorded strings, and record this 
string. Otherwise, if I = MAXL, record this string in the present list. Iri any case, 
set I = I+ 1 and go to step B2 to examine a new position. 
BS: @Jack up string position.] If I = MAXL, set I = 1- 1 (back up one posi- 
tiop). C+therwise, set I = I - DMIN (I) (back up to last position that caused a 
problem). If 2 = 0, print out MAXL and the list of strings recorded, and terminate 
the algorithm. Otherwise, go to step B3 to try a new color. 
Algorithm B was implemented using a bit mask to keep track of permissible 
colors to be returned by the function COLOR (I). The algorithm was speeded up 
by starting execution, not with the null string, but with successive distinct starting 
strings which were well colored, Naturally, the list of starting strings formed a 
complete set, distinct with respect o relabeling. 
Algorithm A was used in most cases because it is easily modified. For the most 
difficult cases, W(2; 4,4) and W(4; 2,2,2,2), another algorithm, algorithm C, was 
~rnt+c/p~ 51 this work. Algorithm B takes advantage of forcing conditions placed 
ci) the current shr’ing position by colors assigned iI.1 earlier positions, Algorithm C 
does the opposite by considering forcing conditfon.~ which the color of the cuwent 
position piaces on ceils further along the string. T!k decreases the number af trial 
colors that must be assigned, Algorithm C performs omewhat more quickly than 
algorithm I% However, to operate effleiently, algorithm e must be given 8 bound 
on the length of strings to consider, This limitation can be surmounted in several 
ways, 
0) Algofithm Gam be used to gerreftrte EL S: sP atuftef strings of netl=%fiviril 
input to &nrithrn B, 
dthm @ auk 5e run with sue~ee~ively gratef beutlde,ht&lag whaevef 
covefed wMeh eeuld be scxtended gxespt thtaa the 1en@h 
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For generation of all strings of length W(2; 4,4) - 1, algorithms B and C were 
programmed to explicitly take advantage of the number of colors and the 
estimated size of the strings. The execution times are summarized as fo%~ws. 
algorithm A 210 hours (time reported in [13] on PDP-8) 
algorithm B 36 hours (estimate) 
algorithm C 3 1.2 hours (measured) 
Execution times for algorithms B and C were achieved on a DEC KL2050, 
provided by Bolt Beranek and Newman on a background, zero priority basis. 
That is, a feature of the operating system was used so that the program was run 
only at moments when absolutely no other tasks were available. 
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